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Hello. My name is Grant Smith from the Institute for Research in Washington DC, a
non-profit, public interest research group. I have filed over 90 freedom of
information act requests in Virginia over the last three years researching Energix
and its key partners.
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The Energix business model is composed of
three comparative advantages:
1.Expropriate: Take and use the resources of
surrounding communities without compensation.
2.Capture: Questionable/back room dealings with
government officials to win deals at the expense
of surrounding communities.
3.Marginalize: Strike back when marginalized
communities expose Energix “worst practices.”
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If you look at the Energix Business model, it is
composed of three comparative advantages:
1. Expropriate: Energix takes and uses the
resources of surrounding communities without
due compensation.
2. Engages in Regulatory Capture: Through
questionable dealings with government officials,
it wins deals that harm disenfranchised
communities and taxpayers.
3. Marginalization: It turns its government allies
against communities and files lawsuits when
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Energix worst practices are finally exposed.
This is not how most legitimate businesses operate.
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MENA: Seized 24 acres of land that did
not belong to Energix. Why?

Greenwashing the Occupation, Who Profits, Page 26

“

Why did Energix expropriate 24 acres of land to build a solar array in the MENA
region? Because the acquisition of suitable, appropriately zoned land and permits is
critical to completing a project. And, if you can simply expropriate territory for your
plants without paying anything, it vastly improves the bottom line.
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What is Energix
expropriating
here?
• At least $26,252 from
every adjacent property
owner. Probably more
given high home
values. Not to mention
declines in value at
outer radius properties.
• Source: Peer-reviewed
academic study.
• What will Energix likely
pay instead? $50,000
to the county.
"An Exploration of Property-Value Impacts Near Utility-Scale Solar Installations,“ 2018 LBJ School of Public
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In the Endless Caverns project, Energix is expropriating scenic beauty and property
values. It will not pay even minimal fair market value for the resources it
expropriates, but Energix nearly always offers a token payment of $50,000 to the
county government at some point.
When Energix made such an offer to Chesapeake, they took it. To its credit, when
Kenneth Nieman made the same offer to Campbell County in 2019, the county
attorney turned it down, because—as he stated—it was illegal,
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hpz1pwh4xlbdhvk/November%207%2C%202019%20C
ampbell%20County%20Board%20of%20Supervisors%20Regular%20Meeting.mp4?
dl=0
Energix can override the will of the community because of the groundwork done by
its main government sponsor.
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Regulatory Capture: Energix Inside VA
Government
• Energix was brought to Virginia by
its government sponsor, VIAB, a
state export promotion board that
brings in and subsidizes Israeli
companies to compete with
Virginia companies.
• VIAB’s Southwest Regional
Coordinator Aviva Fry met with the
Governor’s Office and State
Energy regulators as a VIAB
official.
• But was also simultaneously
serving Energix’s US corporate
representative.
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The only reason Energix is operating in the commonwealth is that it was brought in
by its government sponsor, VIAB, a state export promotion board that exclusively
subsidizes Israeli companies to compete with Virginia companies in a number of
industry verticals.
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FOIA: Governor’s Office
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VIAB’s Southwest Regional Coordinator Aviva Fry met with the Governor’s Office
and State Energy regulators as a VIAB official.
But was also simultaneously serving as Energix’s US corporate representative
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FOIA: Governor’s Office
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As revealed by her emails, which you and any others may read on our website.
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Source: Virginia Israel Advisory Board Deal Improper Says IG
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In May of this year, the State Inspector general uncovered that a corrupt deal
involving the presentation of the vastly overvalued portfolio of mostly unfinished
Energix Projects in Virginia was improperly used by VIAB Vice Chairman Chuck
Lessin to win forgiveness of a personal $210,000 Tobacco Commission debt on yet
another VIAB project. That’s how capture soon segways into corruption.
The economic benefits touted by Energix and its sponsors are vastly inflated. In this
list circulated inside state government, Energix CAPEX in Chesapeake was listed at
$45 million, while their building permit application amounted to only $23 million.
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Online at:
https://IRmep.org/OsigLetter.pdf
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That State inspector general report, which I submitted into the record, reveals how
the costs of government capture cascade as Energix and VIAB win special
privileges in Virginia that competitors can’t access.
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Only regulatory capture explains why Energix
gets so many government subsidies.
• In early 2020, Energix received $2-$5 million in CARES-Act PPP
loans -- one-third of the total CARES ACT PPP forgivable loans in
the $350,000-and-above category given to Virginia solar companies.
• Last month, the Virginia Jobs Investment Program announced it will
subsidize Energix's human resources costs to open its headquarters
within an Alony-Hetz owned property in Arlington County.

• No other solar company among the hundreds in
Virginia have been lavished with such subsidies.
That is because they don’t have powerful allies
already ensconced inside government.
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Energix has soaked up fully one-third of all Cares Act forgivable PPP loans in the
$350,000 and up category made in the state.
The Virginia Jobs Investment Program will lavish more subsidies to Energix’s
human resources development as announced by the governor.
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Marginalize: What do VA county government
officials do when they receive complaints
about Energix?
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When Energix enters a community, it exerts undue influence on government.
In May 11, 2020, VCHR sent a letter to New Kent county officials warning them
about Energix practices.
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….they report back to Energix, but
nothing more.

FOIA response: 9/8/2020
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What did New Kent city planner Kel Le Duc do? Pass the complaint up the chain of
command? Address each point with the seriousness it merited? No. Three days
later she passed it on to Kenneth Nieman over here, who in the intervening five
months hasn’t addressed even a single issue raised.
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Cautionary tale from a community living
in Energix’s shadow...
• When communities living near massive Energix wind turbines, again
in the MENA market, complained that these massive electricity
export-driven turbines were reducing arable land, endangering
wildlife, distorting and negatively altering the landscape, hitting the
tourism industry and destroying cultural traditions tied to the
land…..while contributing nothing to the surrounding communities…

Energix sued them in a foreign court
where it holds all the cards.
https://golan-marsad.org/al-marsad-submits-response-to-energix-lawsuit/
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What happens when Energix has enough of marginalized communities protesting its
questionable dealings? Once again, we can look at its overseas markets as a
leading indicator.
When communities living near massive Energix wind turbines, again in the MENA
market, complained that these electricity export-driven turbines were reducing
arable land, endangering wildlife, distorting and negatively altering the landscape,
hitting the tourism industry and destroying cultural traditions tied to the land…..while
contributing nothing to the surrounding communities. Energix sued them in a foreign
court where it holds all the cards.
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In conclusion, this will also be your fate if Energix is given a 35-year permit to
operate at Endless Caverns. If you would like to know more about Energix, VIAB,
and the cloud of corruption that envelopes this pair wherever they operate, I invite
you to contact me for more information.
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